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Abstract Tree log end biometrics is an approach to track
logs from forest to further processing companies by means
of log end images. The aim of this work is to investigate how
to deal with the unrestricted rotational range of cross sections
in log end images. Thus, the applicability of three different
rotational pre-alignment strategies in the registration pro-
cedure is assessed. Template computation and matching is
based on fingerprint and iris recognition techniques which
were adopted and extended to work with log end images.
To address these questions, a testset built up on 279 tree
logs is utilized in the experiments. The evaluation assesses
the basic performance of the rotational pre-alignment strate-
gies and their impact on the verification and identification
performances for different fingerprint- and iris-based con-
figurations. Results indicate that rotational pre-alignment in
the registration procedure is the main component to deal
with rotation in log end biometrics. The best configurations
achieve identification rates >93%. By showing that cross
sections in log end images can be rotated to a distinctive
position, this work is a first step towards real word log end
biometrics.
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TS Testset
NORC No rotation compensation
CM Center of mass
EER Equal error rate
MS Matching score

1 Introduction

Tracking of tree logs is an economic requirement to map
the ownership of each log. Additionally, social aspects have
become more important and sustainability certificates, e.g.
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), are a must have for all
end-sellers. Finally, traceability is legally mandated by the
European Timber Regulation or the U.S. Lacey Act to pro-
hibit illegal logging.

In the industry, commonly approacheswhich rely on phys-
ically marking each log are utilized and radio-frequency
identification (RFID) is promoted as future technology.With-
out doubt RFID technology shows a lot of advantages.
However, physical marking requires time and suffers costs.
Wood log biometrics is a physically marking-free approach
to establish log traceability.

By superficially comparing annual ring patterns of log
ends to the patterns of human fingerprints, one finds a close
resemblance.Wood logs offer characteristics on log end faces
in terms of annual rings, pith position, shape and dimension.
The pith as growth centre is an unique reference point which
is similar to the core point of a fingerprint. Furthermore,
log ends are circularly shaped and in combination with the
pith the annual ring pattern can be polar-transformed like the
texture of an iris.
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Our research on log end biometrics [13–16] treated funda-
mental questions related to biometric tracking of wood logs
using fingerprint and iris recognition based approaches. In
Ref. [14,16] we investigated the robustness of log end bio-
metrics to temporal, longitudinal and surface variations based
on cross-sectional images (CS-Images) captured in a con-
trolled environment. In Ref. [15,16] we investigated whether
log end biometrics is basically suited to discriminate between
150 different logs. InRef. [16]we assessed the discriminative
power of geometric log end features andweproved their relia-
bility in case of automated cross-sectional (CS) segmentation
[17] and pith estimation [18]. Similar as in [1] the experimen-
tal evaluation showed that Zernike polynomials are the most
reliable geometric features. However, the achieved verifica-
tion performances showed that just geometric features are
not discriminative enough for log end identification. Finally,
in [15] we explored the general applicability of methods
inspired by fingerprint and iris recognition to identify tree
logs. Our experiments for 150 tree logs from two testsets
showed that for both approaches an identification perfor-
mance of 100 % can be achieved.

However, so far all CS-Images of each log were captured
with nearly no variation with respect to scale and rotation.
Rotational variations are a key issue in log end biometrics
and it is not clear if log ends can be rotated to a distinc-
tive position just using features which can be detected in
CS-Images. Furthermore, the issue of finding a distinctive
rotational log position is becoming important for the sawmill
industry. Research showed that log positioning at the saw
intake and individual cutting increases the value of each log
up to 21 % [2].

In this study we assess the suitability of three different
rotational pre-alignment strategies which basically rely on
the pith position and the CS boundary. Suitability is therefore
assessed in two steps. In the first step the basic performance
of each strategy to align each CS to a distinctive position
is assessed. Therefore, the results of an image registration
algorithm are evaluated. In the second step, the impact of
rotational pre-alignment on the verification and identifica-
tion performances for a set of fingerprint- and iris-based
approaches is assessed. In addition to the two testsets from
[15], a third testset with 109 different tree logs, showing
strong rotational variations, is utilized for the experiments.

Section 2 introduces the computation and matching of log
templates for the fingerprint- and iris-based approaches. Sub-
sequently, the experimental evaluation is presented in Sect. 3
followed by the conclusions in Sect. 4.

2 CS-Code computation and matching

An exemplary enrolment and identification scheme for log
end biometrics is depicted in Fig. 1. Enrolment of a tree

Fig. 1 Enrolment and identification schemes

log is performed in the forest. After a tree log is cut and
processed by a harvester, the log end is captured by a digital
camera mounted on the harvester head. Templates of logs
which are computed by means of CS-Images are denoted as
CS-Codes. For enrolment the computed CS-Code is stored
in the database. Identification can be performed at each stage
of the log processing chain where an appropriate captur-
ing device is available. Typically, identification is required
when a log is delivered to a sawmill. The CS-Image of a log,
for which identification is required, is processed by the bio-
metric system and the computed CS-Code is matched to all
enrolled CS-Codes in the database. The best ranked match,
if it exceeds a certain threshold, determines the identity of
the log.

2.1 Rotational pre-alignment strategies

Biometric systems compute a compact representation (=tem-
plate) of a biometric characteristic captured of an individual/
object. Because of privacy, timing and memory considera-
tions captured raw data is not stored in the system. Templates
are designed in order to enable fast matching with respect to
the spatial interrelationship of the extracted features. This is
a key to achieve a high discriminative power, and thus reg-
istration is an important task in biometrics. Pre-alignment
in the registration procedure refers to absolute alignment:
The characteristic is pre-aligned independent of a reference
just by using intrinsic features [8]. Image registration algo-
rithms (see Sect. 3.2.1) require relative alignment and are not
applicable in this case since a template cannot be used in a
registration procedure (where two images are required). The
goal of registration is to align the captured characteristic to
a distinctive position independent of affine transformations
like rotation or scale.

In fingerprint recognition different approaches for rota-
tional pre-alignment were proposed. Several algorithms use
the core point and a further feature (e.g. computed from the
shape or the orientation field) for pre-alignment. No final
solution has been found so far [8]. However, fingerprints
showkeypoints denoted asminutia andminutiae point clouds
are well suited for relative alignment (e.g. [11]) in the match-
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Fig. 2 Different rotational
pre-alignment strategies for CS
registration are assessed

ing procedure. In case of iris recognition just small rotational
variances are expected which are commonly compensated in
the template matching procedure.

In log end biometrics rotation is one of the main issues.
Compared to an iris, the rotational range of a log end is
not restricted and compared to a fingerprint just the pith
as keypoint is available for alignment. Rotation in log end
biometrics needs to be considered in both, the template com-
putation and the templatematching procedurewhich refers to
rotational pre-alignment and rotation compensation, respec-
tively:
Rotational pre-alignment In the registration step of the
template computation procedure the goal is to rotationally
pre-align the CS in a log end image to a distinctive position.
Optimally, CSs in different CS-Images of the same log end
can be rotated to almost the same position.
Rotation compensation To compensate the remaining rota-
tional variances different strategies in the feature extraction
and template matching procedure can be applied. However,
rotation compensation during feature extraction and template
matching increases the computational expense and probably
decreases the discriminative power.

In principle, the better CSs can be pre-aligned to distinc-
tive positions in the registration procedure, the less other
components of the biometric system have to deal with issues
caused by rotational variances.

As there is no evidence whether log ends can be rotated to
a unique position, we evaluate three different rotational pre-
alignment strategies in the registration procedure to address
this question. All approaches require the pith position and
the CS boundary as input. Automated approaches for pith
estimation and CS segmentation were presented in [10,17]
and [18], respectively. For each approach the rotational pre-
alignment vector between the pith position and the CS border
is determined differently (Fig. 2):

– MAX = the max. pith to border distance vector.
– MAX-SECTOR = the centre vector of the sector (angu-
lar width = 30◦) containing the max. sum of the pith to
border distances.

– CM = the pith to CS boundary vector which passes
through the center of mass (CM) of the CS boundary
polygon.

Subsequently, the CS is rotated around the pith in order to
situate the rotational pre-alignment vector at a certain posi-
tion. For this work the vector is placed on the left horizontal
axis. Remaining rotational variances are considered differ-
ently for the fingerprint-based and the iris-based approaches
as described in Sects.2.2 and 2.3, respectively.

2.2 Fingerprint-based CS-Codes

Human fingerprint recognition is well-investigated, and there
exist mainly three groups of approaches: minutiae-based,
correlation-based and feature-based approaches [8]. Apart
from the presence of the pith as detectable feature, CS pat-
terns do not exhibit further constant features like minutia’s
in fingerprints. Hence, minutiae-based approaches are not
qualified for log CSs.

For this reason and same as in [13–15] the texture-feature-
based approach by [4] is adopted and extended to compute
and compare CS-Codes from CS-Images. Compared to the
almost constant ridge frequency of a fingerprint annual ring
frequencies vary significantly. Thus, the Gabor filterbank is
extended to six different filters instead of a single one. For
preprocessed CS-Images scaled to 512pixels we suggest the
following Gabor filterbank settings to capture the expected
variety of occurring annual ring widths: G(λ, θ, σ, γ ) =
G(λ, σ ) = ((2, 1), (3.5, 2), (4.5, 3), (5.5, 3), (6.5, 3), (7.5, 3)) , θ =
{0, 22.5, . . . , 135, 157.5} , γ = 0.7. λ is the filter wavelength, θ

represents the orientation, σ is the standard deviation and γ

specifies the filter aspect ratio.
Remaining rotational variances are compensatedby repeat-

edly computing features for rotated versions of the already
rotation compensated CS-Image. All feature vectors com-
puted for different rotations (Θ1, . . . , Θn) compose the
CS-Code of a CS-Image. The amount of feature vectors
computed for different rotations has to be chosen carefully,
because each additional feature vector suffers computational
expense.

The computation of a feature vector (Θi ) for a certain
rotation is performed in four steps (see Fig. 3). As input the
CS-Image, pith position, CS boundary and the rotational pre-
alignment vector Θ0 are required. First, and according to the
rotation of Θi the CS-Image is rotated around the pith and
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Fig. 3 Fingerprint-based
template computation: Feature
vectors are computed in a
predefined sector specified by
the rotational pre-alignment
vector Θ0

the CS is cropped to the CS boundary box and scaled to 512
pixels inwidth. Subsequently, the rotated, cropped and scaled
CS-Image is enhanced. Commonly, the annual ring pattern
is disturbed due to cutting and there arise different types of
intraclass CS variations in real-world identification scenarios
[13]. The purpose of enhancement is to strengthen the annual
ring pattern contrast and to compensate CS variations. In this
work for enhancement contrast limited adaptive histogram
equalization (CLAHE, [6]) is applied to the registered image.

The enhanced CS-Image is filtered with each filter in the
filterbank. The filtered images are further subdivided into
blocks (16×16 pixels). For all blocks of each filtered image,
the grey value standard deviations are computed and stored
into a matrix. Values of blocks which are not within the
CS border are assigned with a marker value. These mark-
ers are used to discriminate between background and CS
in the matching procedure. All matrices are stored as one-
dimensional vector.
Fingerprint-based matching proceduresMatching between
two CS-Images is performed by computing the minimum
matching score (MS)between all feature vectors (Θ1, . . . , Θn)
of the CS-Codes from both CS-Images.

Like in Ref. [13] three different matching procedures
are evaluated to investigate the discriminative power of the
annual ring pattern, the shape and a fusion of both: The first
procedure which just considers annual ring pattern informa-
tion is denoted as annual ring pattern MS (MSAP) and is
defined as the minimum matching score between the feature
vectors of both CS-Codes:

MS AP (CS-Code1,CS-Code2) = minMS
(
θi , θ j

)

where θi ∈ CS-Code1 (θ0, . . . , θ358) ,

θ j ∈ CS-Code2 (θ0, . . . , θ358)

(1)

Due to interpolation in the registration procedure (rota-
tion and scaling) the best MS is achieved when comparing
all feature vectors of both CS-Codes. The MS between two
feature vectors of two CS-Codes is computed by:

MS(θi , θ j ) = 1

M

n∑

k=0

D
(
θi (k), θ j (k)

)
(2)

where θi , θ j are two feature vectors of the CS-Codes which
are compared, k specifies the index of the feature value in
both vectors, n is the max. number of feature values and
M is a normalization factor. As distance function (D) the L1
norm is utilized (as our experiments showed that the L1 norm
performs better than the L2 norm [14]):

D =
{∣

∣θi (k) − θ j (k)
∣
∣ if k ∈ MCSi ∩ MCSj

0 otherwise
(3)

As noted, background feature values are specified by a cer-
tain marker. Hence, we define MCSi and MCS j as the
corresponding masks of the feature vectors which allow to
differentiate between background and CS. Just feature vec-
tor value pairs which are in the intersection of both CSs
are utilized for computing MSAP and the score is normal-
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Fig. 4 Iris-based template
computation: CS-Images are
polar-transformed and enhanced
using CLAHE

ized by the amount of the considered feature value pairs:
M = |MCS1 ∩ MCS2|.

The second procedure (MSF ) is a measure describing the
similarity of the shapes of two CSs. MSF is defined as the
minimum False Negative Mask Overlap Score (F) between
the masks of the feature vectors of both CS-Codes:

MSF (CS-Code1,CS-Code2) = min F
(
MCSi ,MCS j

)

(4)

The false negative mask overlap score (F) between two dif-
ferent masks (MCSi ,MCS j ) is defined as the ratio between
the symmetric difference (�) from both masks and the area
of the smaller mask:

F
(
MCSi ,MCS j

) =
∣∣MCSi � MCS j

∣∣

min
(|MCSi | ,

∣∣MCS j
∣∣) (5)

Finally, the last procedure (MSAP,F ) is based on score level
fusion [5, p.225]. Therefore, the MSAP and MSF scores are
mapped to the [0,1] range usingmin-max normalization. The
lower and upper bounds of the score ranges are determined
using the scores computed in the experiments. For score level
fusion the normalized scores MS′

AP and MS′
F are utilized:

MSAP,F = MS′
AP + MS′

F

2
(6)

2.3 Iris-based CS-Codes

For the iris-based approaches the pith position is used as ref-
erence point to polar transform the CS-Image using bi-cubic
interpolation. The registration compensation vector (Θ0)
computed by one of the rotational pre-alignment strategies is
therefore used as initial vector for the polar transformation.
Θ0 is aligned at the left boundary of the polar-transformed
CS-Image (see Fig. 4). For normalization each pixel in the
polar image is stretched according to the length of Θ0 which
is specified as the max. pith to CS border radius.

Polar-transformedCS-Images can be treated like polar iris
images.Compared to the size of the iris,CSs are larger and the
transformation is not restricted to an annular shaped ring. In
case ofmore than 64 annual rings the common polar transfor-
mation format of 512×64pixels causes a loss of information.
Our results in [15] showed that the larger format significantly

outperforms the smaller one. Consequently, for this work just
the larger format with 512 × 512 pixels is utilized.

Two feature extractors from the USIT package [12] were
extended to work with a larger polar CS-Image format of
512 × 512 pixels. First, the Log Gabor (LG) algorithm by
Masek [9] was extended in accordance with the original
algorithm by defining the region of interest (ROI) through
a number of rows r with a height hr . Like the original, a row
is condensed into a 1-D signalwhich is run through theGabor
filtering process. Since it is not clear which configuration of
r and hr is best we choose to use a variance of combina-
tions, including combinations where the ROI does not span
the whole polar-transformed CS-Image. However, unlike the
iris biometry case which excludes the outer iris boundary,
which frequently exhibits occlusions by cilia, we choose to
exclude the inner residual part of the polar CS-Image. This
part consists of a low number of pixels which are stretched to
the polar CS-Image width, thus providing nearly no usable
information. Note that the size of the feature vector is depen-
dent on hr .

Furthermore the algorithm by Ko et al. (KO) [7] was sim-
ply adopted by allowing bigger textures without adapting
the cell-size which is averaged. Note that as a result the
length of the feature vector increases with the size of the
texture. The extended algorithms are directly applied to the
polar-transformed and CLAHE enhanced CS-Images. Both
algorithms compute a CS-Code composed of a single feature
vector.
Iris-based matching procedures For the matching of iris-
based CS-Codes KO uses a specific comparator [7] and LG
the Hamming distance. Figure 5 shows a schematic overview
of iris-based rotation compensation. If the rotational pre-
alignment vectorΘ0 is computed different for the same input
CS-Image a given point in both images (E1) appears at dif-
ferent angular locations, the radial distance stays the same.
The rotational variance is reduced to a translation in the nor-
malized texture.

The feature vector values (=bits) of the iris-basedCS-Code
are extracted along a fixed grid in the normalized texture.
Consequently, a bit shift in the iris-based CS-Code corre-
sponds to a translation in the normalized texture. In this way
bit-shifts on the iris-based CS-Codes are suited to compen-
sate remaining rotational variations.
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Fig. 5 Iris-based CS-Code Shifting

Similar as for the fingerprint-based matching procedure,
the final MS between two iris-based CS-Codes is determined
between all combinations of shifted CS-Codes.

3 Experiments

In the experimental evaluation verification and identifica-
tion performances for different configurations are assessed.
Additionally, the rotational pre-alignment performances are
assessed using an image registration algorithm. Introductory,
the testsets are outlined and the experimental setup for the
utilized configurations is described.

Testsets (TS1, TS2, TS3) The first two testsets were already
used for the experiments in [15,16]. The CS-Images of TS 1

and TS 2 were captured with a tripod and showed nearly no
variances with respect to affine transformations. For TS1 50
different tree logs were captured four times with and with-
out flash. Additionally, the ends of eight logs were cross-cut
and captured once again, with and without flash. In TS2 120
logs were captured three times without flash (in [15,16] 105
of TS2 were used). The new testset TS3 consists of 109 dif-
ferent logs where each log was captured between 10 to 14
times without flash. All images were taken handholding the
camera which was rotated for each new CS-Image. For each
CS-Image the pith position and the CS border were deter-
mined manually and are utilized as groundtruth data for the
experiments. Samples of each testset are shown in Fig. 6.

3.1 Experimental set-up

For all CS-Images of the testsets CS-Codes and MSs were
computed for different configurations of the fingerprint- and
iris-based approaches.
Fingerprint configurations Remaining rotational variances
are compensated by computing feature vectors for rotations
in the range from −8◦ to 8◦ in 2◦ steps. The CS-Codes are
computed using 16×16 non-overlapping blocks. The Gabor
filterbank is build up on six different filters tuned to eight
directions.
Iris configurations Remaining rotational variances are com-
pensated by shifting the iris-based CS-Codes in a range
between −21 to 21 feature vector positions. This approxi-
mately equals the rotation compensation range of −8◦ to 8◦
for the fingerprint configurations.

Fig. 6 1st Row (TS1): Respectively, two CS-Images from two different logs—one captured with flash and one without flash. 2nd Row (TS2): Four
CS-Images from different logs. 3rd Row (TS3): Four CS-Images illustrating the rotational variations
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Furthermore, results for IRISV and IRISH are presented.
IRISH means that the annual ring patterns in the polar-
transformed CS-Image are aligned horizontally as common.
For IRISV the polar-transformed CS-Image is rotated by
90◦. Commonly, feature extraction in iris recognition aims
to extract information from vertically aligned structures and
thus may performs better if we rotate the polar-transformed
CS-Images. Note, that in case of IRISV CS-Code shifting
does not correspond to a rotational shift in the input CS-
Image. More or less, this corresponds to vertically shifting
the unrolling center (=pith position) up/down in the input
CS-Image. For LG three different configurations in terms of
number of rows and row height LG (r, hr ) are utilized: LG
(16,32), LG (64,08) and LG (50,10).

3.2 Results and discussion

The experimental evaluation is performed in three stages.
First, the performances of the rotation compensation strate-
gies are assessed utilizing image registration algorithms.
Second, the verification performances for all fingerprint/iris
configurations and all rotational pre-alignment strategies are
assessed. Finally, we assess the identification performances
of the best configurations in case of rotational pre-alignment.

For a better examination the results in each stage are pro-
vided for TS1 and TS2 together (TS12), TS3 and all three
testsets (ALL). Additionally, all configurations are assessed
without rotational pre-alignment (NORC).

3.2.1 Rotational pre-alignment performance

The performances of the rotational pre-alignment strategies
are assessed using the image registration approach by [19]
(provided for MATLAB) which gives an estimate for the
rotational error between two images.
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Fig. 7 Rotational variations computed by the image registration
approach proposed in [19]

All CS-Image of TS12, TS3 were rotationally pre-aligned
using the three different strategies. Subsequently, for each
strategy the remaining rotational errors between the pre-
aligned CS-Images of each log were computed employing
accurate image registration [19]. The rotational error sta-
tistics for each strategy (mean, variance and confidence
intervals for a level of 95%) each strategy and TS12, TS3
are depicted in Fig. 7. Results for NORC confirm that the
rotational variations in TS12 are very low and that TS3 shows
large rotational variations. The rotational variations in TS3
cover a range of approximately 45◦. Furthermore, the results
indicate that all rotational pre-alignment strategies are suited
to reduce rotational variations in TS3. Results for TS12 show
that all rotational pre-alignment strategies introduce rota-
tional variations. Taking all statistics into account the lowest
rotational variances are shown for the MAX-SECTOR rota-
tional pre-alignment strategy.

3.2.2 Verification performance evaluation

The verification performance is assessed based on the Equal
Error Rate (EER) and themargin of error (MOE) achieved for
each configuration. TheMOE is estimated for a 95% level of
confidence using subset partitioning [3]. TheEERs computed
for all configurations, rotational pre-alignment strategy and
testsets are shown in Table 1. To improve the overview EERs
for some configurations are summarized and the MOEs are
only shown for the CM pre-alignment strategy. Note, that
the results for NORC and TS12 are comparable to the results
presented in [15].

Rotation compensation strategies Initially, the verifi-
cation performances achieved for the different rotational
pre-alignment strategies are assessed. In case of NORC the
EERs for TS12 are much better than the EERs for TS3.
This confirms the results of the rotational pre-alignment
performance evaluation and shows that the large rotational
variances in TS3 cannot be compensated by the template
computation and matching procedures of the fingerprint-
and iris-based approaches. The impact of rotational pre-
alignment becomes obvious comparing the EERs for TS3
achieved for NORC to those achieved with rotational pre-
alignment (MAX,MAX-SECTORandCM).The best (=low-
est) EERs for TS3 and ALL are achieved when CM is used
for pre-alignment. In case of rotational pre-alignment this
also accounts for the TS12 EERs. Furthermore, the results
show that for all configurations the EERs forMAX-SECTOR
are better (=lower) than for MAX. Considering the EERs it
can be stated that CM is the best of the three rotational pre-
alignment strategies, especially when considering the results
for TS3.

Fingerprint-based configurations In case of the finger-
print-based configurations the results forNORC-MSAP differ
from the results presented in [15]. Compared to the EER
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Table 1 EERs [%] and ± MOE
[%] for the fingerprint- and
iris-based configurations

EER < 2% : Yellow coloured results signalize all EERs <2 %. Best TS EER &MOE: Green coloured
and bold face marked results show the best EERs and MOEs for each testset achieved with rotational
pre-alignment

Table 2 LG (64,08)-EERs[%]
for CS-Code shifting/no
CS-Code shifting

Configuration NORC MAX MAX-SECTOR CM

IRISH 20.51/50.80 12.11/28.21 6.67/17.83 2.12/18.68

IRISV 5.46/6.74 7.18/7.81 3.79/3.86 0.90/0.96

achieved for MSAP-ENHNO (15.7 %) in [15] the EER for
NORC-MSAP-TS12 (1.22 %) is much better. This improve-
ment is attributed to the better-contrast normalization due
to CLAHE. In our previous works we applied local contrast
normalization and the size of the local regions was probably
set too large. However, the MSAP-ENH1 and ENH2 results
in [15] (1.7 and 0.9 %) are in the range of the results for
NORC-MSAP-TS12 in this work (1.22 %).

The results for MSF lead to new interesting insights. In
case of NORC-MSF -TS12 (0.35%) the shape has a stronger
discriminative power than the annual ring pattern (MSAP =
1.22 %). Fusion of both leads to no further improvement
of the EER (MSAP,F = 0.54 %). In case of CM fea-
ture fusion fusion improves the EER and MOE for TS12 (
MSAP,F = 0.64± 0.4%). The best fingerprint-based results
for TS3 and ALL are achieved with CM-MSAP and account
1.28 and 1.26%, respectively. Fusion leads to no improve-
ment.

Iris-based configurations For the iris-based configura-
tions the EERs for all LG configurations and NORC - TS 12

are slightly worse compared to the ENH NO results shown
in [15]. Note that testset TS 12 was extended by CS-Images
of 15 logs and we use a different contrast normalization in
this work. On the other hand, it seems that KO profits from
CLAHE and the EER for KO-NORC-TS12 (0.99%) is much
better than the comparable EER for KO-ENHNO (2.73%) in
[15].

IRISH vs. IRISV Basically, for most of the iris config-
urations the IRISV results outperform the IRISH results.
As noted, iris recognition aims to extract vertical aligned
structures. All results for IRISV clearly confirm that the
utilized feature extractors perform better if we rotate the
polar-transformed CS-Images. The overall best EER with
0.9 ± 0.6 % for ALL testsets in Table 1 is achieved with
IRISV -CM-LG (50,10) and LG (64,08).

IRISH /IRISV CS-Code shifting The improvements for
IRISV are astonishing because CS-Code shifting in the
matching procedure is not suited to compensate rotational
variations. To illustrate this, in Table 2 we present EERs for
LG (64,08), IRISH and IRISV where no CS-Code shifting in
the matching procedure is performed.

For a better overview the EERs achieved with shifting
are also shown. In case of IRISH the results show that with
shifting the EERs get better for each rotational pre-alignment
strategy. On the other hand the results for IRISV demonstrate
that the results are not that improved by shifting. We assume
that shifting in case of IRISV is suited to compensate small
radial variations. However, accompanied by the results in
Table 2 the results confirm the assumption that KO and LG
achieve a significantly better performance in case of textures
showing vertically aligned structures.

Basic insights In accordance with our results in [15] the
verification performance evaluation shows that the EERs for
the best fingerprint- and iris-based configurations are quite
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Fig. 8 Identification performance evaluation—Rank 1 detection rates

low and show a high degree of separability between the
intra- and interclass score distributions for a large set of tree
logs. Considering the rotational variations in the new TS3
results show that rotational pre-alignment in the registration
procedure improves the robustness to rotational variations.
Furthermore, the results for TS12 in case of NORC and
CM indicate that there is nearly no decrease in the verifi-
cation performance due to rotational pre-alignment. Note,
that in case of rotational pre-alignment rotational variations
are introduced to TS12 which basically contains no rotational
variations.

3.3 Identification performance evaluation

For the identification performance evaluation, the best con-
figurations for the fingerprint-based IRISH and IRISV con-
figurations were preselected, and the respective results are
depicted for all rotational pre-alignment strategies in Fig. 8.
For each configuration and the different testsets, the Rank 1
identification rates are presented.

In accordance with the verification performance results,
the recognition rates for TS12 are better than for TS3. The
total recognition rate for ALL is somewhere in-between. For
the fingerprint-based configurations the results for TS12 and
MSAP,F show that the fusion of annual ring pattern and shape
information does increase the identification performance sig-
nificantly. In case of TS3 and ALL the results for MSAP,F

show that fusion decreases the identification performances
slightly.

For IRISH and IRISV the best configurations with respect
to the best recognitions rates for ALL are shown. The IRISH

and IRISV -LG(50,10) configurations confirm that for IRISV
the identification performance increases significantly. The
best identification rate and MOE (93.58 ± 1.3%) for ALL
is achieved with MSAP and CM. In difference to the veri-
fication performance results the identification rates for CM

are not that excessively better than those achieved with the
other rotational pre-alignment strategies. However, same as
in the verification performance evaluation results show that
for all configurations the CM rotational pre-alignment strat-
egy achieves the highest identification rates, especially when
considering the results for TS3 and ALL.

4 Conclusions

This work demonstrates that rotational pre-alignment in the
registration procedure is suited to overcome rotational varia-
tions in log end biometrics. Along with our results in [15] it
is shown that fingerprint and iris recognition techniques can
be successfully transferred to the field of wood log tracking.
Based on the variety of 279 different logs the results indicate
the applicability of log end biometrics to log identification.

Due to the best verification performance results and the
high identification rates, we conclude that CM is the best of
the investigated rotational pre-alignment strategies. For the
fingerprint-based approach the results show that the annual
ring pattern feature MSAP - ALL achieves a very good EER
for CM (1.26%). No improvement by including shape infor-
mation in thematching procedure (MSAP,F ) can be observed.
In case of the iris-based approaches LG outperforms the
results of KO and IRIS V performs better than IRISH .
The best EER (0.9±0.6%) is achieved with IRISV -CM-
LG(50,10) or LG(64,08). In the identification performance
experiments the best fingerprint and iris-based configurations
achieve detection rates >93% at Rank1.

The next stage of our research will be to investigate the
impact of automated pith estimation [17] and CS segmenta-
tion [18] on the biometric system performance. Furthermore,
the performance for IRISV raises the general question for the
best filters and filter parameters and to assess further feature
descriptors for feature extraction.
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